
open plan solutions
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As offices change to serve more than one purpose, Flux sets the stage for both individual,  
focused work and casual teamwork with flexible open plan benching and storage.

MODERN. 
 FOCUSED.

meet Flux.
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Above- and below-surface storage. Adjustable height benching that meets different work styles. Lockers that join with  
worksurfaces for impromptu collaboration. Flux is flexible, thoughtful office design from every angle, top-to-bottom.

versatile at every 
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NEW ANGLE ON 
TEAMWORK.

Take a different approach to 
collaboration with 120-degree 
teaming stations, or choose 
modernized straight benching. 
Low privacy screens invite 
more conversation, while 
movable privacy hoods cue 
more focused work.
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Tables adjust to various heights, privacy screens double as tackboards, and movable slat walls make a tidy place for accessories.  
Lockers with mail slots provide personal storage that blends in perfectly. And across the board, power is integrated and out of sight.

a personalized
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MINIMAL 
DISTRACTIONS.

End panels provide full-depth 
privacy on the sides, acrylic 
screens block distraction 
across the table, and movable 
dividers sit between stations. 
Credenzas provide storage 
and seating. 
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Storage is far from an 
afterthought. Flux lockers 
and cubbies are built right 
into common workspace 
tables, individual stations, 
and standalone pieces. 

BUILT 
RIGHT IN.
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Secure lockers, open 
shelves and pantry units 
provide clean storage 
while also serving as 
space dividers. Work or 
collaborate comfortably  
on either side.

DOUBLE DUTY.
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120-degree curves bring flow to a space in adjustable height H-frame configurations, complete with privacy screens.  
Customizable slat walls add order with useful spots to file papers, charge phones or hold writing tools.

working on a
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RAISING 
STANDARDS. 

Cases provide a sturdy base 
and conceal the hardware of 
adjustable height benching.  
Each privacy screen travels 
with its worksurface. Mobile 
pedestals provide extra 
storage and fit perfectly. 
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Lightweight H-frame adjustable 
height benching with integrated 
wire management and monitor 
arms make transitions seamless.

SEAMLESS 
TRANSITIONS.

storage

accessories

privacy screens 

lockers
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Flux designed by David Allan Pesso

fixed L-station with shared pantry storage

fixed benching with center-mount storage

fixed benching with end support panels

adjustable benching with storage support

fixed 120° benching with pantry storage

adjustable H-frame with side storage adjustable benching with side storage

fixed benching with privacy hoods

225 CLAY STREET

JASPER, INDIANA 47546

800.457.4511   TOLL FREE

812.482.3204   OFFICE
JSIFURNITURE.COM

JSI is quality furniture for work and life.


